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Abstract—Following several underground mine disasters, the
U.S. government changed its safety policies for underground
mines. These new regulations state mandatory wireless commu-
nications and tracking of personnel. In this context, wireless mul-
timedia sensor networks have been implemented to provide posi-
tion information and mine surveillance. The recent development
of optical camera communications has enable these networks
to provide not only multimedia transmission, but also wireless
data communications. In this manuscript, we proposed a novel
miner video tracking and identification system using wireless
multimedia sensor networks and optical camera communication
to overcome the problems of video tracking and identifying
personnel inside a challenging scenario such as underground
mines.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the recent years, due to the current advance of wireless

technologies, new safety standards have been appointed in

order to operate underground mines (UM) safely. In June 15,

2006 the congress introduced the PUBLIC LAW 109–236(M)

Mine Improvement and New Emergency Response (MINER)

[1]. The main goal of this new standard is to provide wireless

communications and, position information of personnel inside

the mine following an underground accident. The implementa-

tion of such systems has encountered various challenges due to

the particular conditions of underground mines. Underground

mines are considered by several researchers as one of the most

difficult indoor scenarios. Underground mining operations

involve various hazardous conditions, such as, in-mine ve-

hicular/human accidents, fire and explosions, collapses, toxic

gases emanation and floods, among others. In addition to this,

workers, machinery and in-mine equipment are exposed to

extreme conditions, such as, high levels of humidity (up to 90

% or above [2]), airborne dust, and extreme heat.

In order to cope with miner communication and tracking

challenges, the usage of wireless sensor newtworks (WSNs)

for UM monitoring has been widely proposed for researchers

[3]–[5]. Wireless multimedia sensor networks (WMSNs) are a

kind of WSNs that support multimedia applications, such as

the transmission and processing of video, audio, and images

[6], [7]. In order to provide tracking services in a WMSNs,

video tracking is proposed. Video tracking is the process of

locating a single or multiple moving objects over time using a

camera. Typically, when people video tracking is implemented,

person’s body is separated from background image and tracked

through the video flux. Nonetheless, to distinguish miner’s

profile from the mine’s background is not possible. This is

because mine’s background and miners’ body are very similar

due to insufficient illumination, particles in suspension and

dust attached on miners’ uniforms.

In order to overcome this problem, miner’s cap-lamp video

localization has been proposed in recent literature [8], [9]

In [8], a 3-D cap-lamp coordinate positioning method using

a video collaborative approach is proposed. Although the

method provides high localization accuracy and robustness, no

extra information is transmitted. In particular, miner identifi-

cation is not retrieved from video streaming. In [9], a hybrid

IMU-video localization method is proposed. A camera base

station is used in order to solve the problem of cumulative

error in IMU-based position estimation. Miner identification

is done by irradiating different light shapes, such as, triangles,

rectangles, and circles. Moreover, for uplink data transmission

a radio frequency based device is used.

In this article a miner video tracking and identification

method using optical camera communications (OCC) in a



WMSNs is proposed. Our method uses rolling shutter (RS)

based OCC to transmit miner’s identification. Once the miner

is identified and data is demodulated, a video-tracking method

is performed in order to localize the mobile user within the

video frame. Our method overcome the following problems

encountered when tracking and identifying miners inside and

underground tunnel:

1) Detect miner location inside the video frame with insuf-

ficient light conditions

2) Identify the miner despite the insufficient light condi-

tions by re-using helmet mounted lamps and OCC

3) Track the miner movements inside the mine

4) Provide a large communications coverage range in

underground tunnels without increasing the required

WMSN infrastructure

This article is organized as follows. In Section II, the

proposed system to provide WMNSNs and OCC in a un-

derground mine environment is delivered. Transmitter and

receiver hardware as well as the testing scenario are described.

In Section III, the identification and localization methods are

detailed. Then, in Section IV the main results of our study are

discussed. Finally, in Section V the main conclusions of this

work are delivered.
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Fig. 1. Proposed system diagram for remote positioning in WMSNs (a) overall
scenario and (b) mobile user transmitter device.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

In order to test our method, we deploy a small WMSN using

a single camera to provide miner tracking and identification

into a twenty meters large indoor hall as shown in Figure 1

(a). The mobile user (miner) is equipped with a cap-lamp con-

nected to an in-belt battery coupled with an OCC modulator

as depicted in Figure 1 (b). The main transmitter and receiver

components are detailed in the following subsections.

A. Camera receiver

On the basis of the pixel exposure, cameras can be classified

into two categories, rolling shutter (RS) and global shutter

(GS). GS employs mostly charge coupled device (CCD) image

sensors. In global shutter cameras all pixels are exposed

simultaneously in a frame. RS cameras employ complementary

metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) image sensors. This type

of cameras scan pixels sequentially [10]. Rolling shutter (RS)

OCC based uses PWM banding effect while capturing LED

light sources. RS CMOS cameras are used constructively in

the case of OOK signal decoding. When doing this, the camera

OOk modulated LED outputs are bright and dark bands. Bright

bands represent the bit ”1”, whilst dark bands represent the

bit ”0”. Recent advances of rolling-shutter based OCC have

enabled large distance wireless communications of up to 400

m by defocusing the Camera Lens [11]–[13]. At the receiver

side, a Canon EOS 60D camera is used to record the scene.

The video flux is transmitted to a laptop using the Wifi

network. The received video is processed using MATLAB.

B. Cap lamp transmitter

The transmitter must rapidly switch the LEDs. In addition

to this, the on-interval and off-interval must be distributed in

such a way that the human’s eyes cannot perceive the LEDs’

flickering. The LED pulsating frequency is kept lower than

the rolling shutter’s scanning frequency, but higher than the

camera frame rates [10]. The VLC transmitter is composed

by an Arduino Nano which stores the miner ID and com-

mand the OOK signal. The cap-lamp is coupled with a dual

MOSFET trigger switch. The data transmitted by the in-helmet

transmitter is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. VLC packet transmitted by the cap-lamp.

The transmitted packet is composed by the frame header

and a 2 bits miner ID which is converted to 4 symbols by

using Manchester coding. The frame header is composed by

a 4-bit logic high symbol that never occurs in the normal

Manchester coding data followed by an ”OFF” signal for clock

synchronization purpose.

III. MINER LOCALIZATION AND IDENTIFICATION

In order to identify and localize miners inside the un-

derground mine tunnel, cap lamp pixels must be separated

from background environment. Once the region of interest

(ROI) is extracted in the video frame, identification packet is

demodulated from the video stream by using the ROI pixels as



shown in Figure 3. After the miner ID information is retrieved,

it is used to display the miner identification at the monitoring

central station overground.
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Fig. 3. Proposed method for miner identification and localization.

A detailed explanation of each step of the process is

delivered next.

A. Cap-lamp extraction

In order to determine the light ROI within the frame,

aggregate channel features (ACF) method described in [14]

is used. A 21 seconds length video is divided in two sets.

The training set correspond to the first 5 seconds of the video.

Once the method has extracted the main features to perform

the cap-lamp extraction, the remaining 16 seconds of the video

are used for method validation and performance evaluation.

B. Miner identification

Miner identification information is retrieved directly from

the video. Once the ROI is determined, pixels of interest are

processed. Miner ID is retrieved from ROI by integrating the

light intensity of each pixel line [15]. In order to increase the

communication distance between the RS camera and cap-lamp,

blurred image of a light source (LS) proposed in [12] is used.

This method allows us to perform RS-OCC with an extended

communication range. In Figure 4 (b) the defocusing effect of

a light source can be seen. The distance between the camera

and the light source is 5 m in both cases. Size of blurred light

source is larger than unblurred light shown in Figure 4 (a).

Due to this, line by line demodulation and data recovery is

easier to perform.

C. Miner tracking

In order to track the movement of the miner, ROI is used to

perform the tracking of the cap lamp within a specific video

frame. A bounding box is obtained as a result of the cap-lamp

extraction. The immediate position of the light within the video

frame can be assumed as the center of this bounding box as

follows:

(x̂, ŷ) =

(

xmin + xmax

2
,
ymin + ymax

2

)

, (1)

where x̂ and ŷ is the estimated position of the cap lamp within

the frame and xmin, xmax, ymin and ymax are the bounding

box vertices.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Comparison of light size within the frame by using (a) unblurred light
source and, (b) blurred light source.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 1 illustrates the experimental setup for evaluation

of the proposed system. In order to simulate UM conditions

of insufficient background illumination, videos were taken in

dark hours using the hall section without windows and lights

off. This proof of concept tried to simulate as close as possible

the conditions inside the mine. Nonetheless, airborne dust has

not been considered in this essay. In addition to this, at this

early stage of the study some other aspects, such as, multiple

access and shadowing have not yet been studied. Nonetheless,

since spatial multiplexing is an inherent capability in OCC

systems, it will be used in further developments.

In Table I camera and set up parameters used for experi-

mental demonstration are delivered.

TABLE I
SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Shutter speed 1/4000 ISO 1600

Camera lens 35mm F/2.0 Frame rate 50 fps

Data rate 0.5 Kbps Max. distance 20 m

Lamp diameter 0.1 m LED power 3 W

In Figure 5 the performance of the cap-lamp detector in

terms of precision, recall, and miss rate is shown. An over-

lapping threshold of TH = 0.5 is used in order to determine



whether the detection is correct or not is used. Precision, recall,

and, miss rate are defined as follows:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
, (2)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
, (3)

Miss rate =
FN

TP + FN
, (4)

where TP, FP, and FN are the true positives, false positive

and false negative cap lamp extractions. Given the above

mentioned results, we can ensure ROI determination with a,

average precision of 0.8.
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Fig. 5. Performance of cap-lamp extraction (a) Average precision and (b) log
average miss rate

Another important metric is the miner identification rate

which is given by

Miner identification rate =
TD

Nusers

, (5)

where TD is the number of correct ID detection and Nusers is

the total number of users within the environment. Depending

on the distance between transmitter and receiver, performance

of miner identification can decrease due to the bit error rate

(BER). Fortunately, due to the insufficient illumination inside

the tunnel, background noise is very low in this scenario and

miner ID is easily obtained from video flux as shown in Figure

6. In our proposal a single user is considered. Due to this, we

Fig. 6. ROI containing miner identification

have achieved 100% percent of miner identification rate even

for a Light-to-camera distance of 20 m.

In Figure 7, cap-lamp tracking over a video of 20 s duration

is displayed. Miner walks straight towards the video camera

from a maximum distance of 20 meters. As it can be seen,

due to the frontal orientation and the low height of the image

sensor, light position height becomes higher as the mobile

user approaches to the camera. Vertical position change is

larger than horizontal movement. Small periodic horizontal

movements caused by footsteps are present in the tracking.

Fig. 7. Cap lamp tracking over a 20 meters straight walking towards the
image sensor: starting frame

The proposed method is capable to track the mobile RS-

OCC transmitter.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this manuscript the proof of concept of a novel miner

video tracking and identification system is proposed. The

method uses a WMSN and RS-OCC to provide the before

mention services. By using the ACF method, we were capable

to extract the cap-lamp from the background scene with an

80% precision. Moreover, wireless data transmission in a

distance of up to 20 m is performed by defocusing the video

frame. In the proposed scenario, the miner was identified with

a 100% of accuracy even for the maximum testing distance. In

addition to this, the method is capable to track light movement



within the video flux showing the potential of our system to

provide miner video tracking in the proposed WMSN. As

future work, more precise light extraction methods will be

developed. Moreover, real world miner’s coordinates inside

the tunnel will be obtained. Few real scenario conditions such

as multiplexing, shadowing and the effect of user dynamics in

the data transmission will be measured. Finally, the proposed

method will be evaluated in a real underground mine tunnel.
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